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Rigging
Unleash the Power of Precision Rigging Solutions - Elevating Industries Safely
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Rigging
Unleash the Power of Precision Rigging Solutions - Elevating Industries Safely
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AUSTRALIAN OWNED
 & OPERATED
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30 YEARS
 EXPERIENCE
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COMPETITIVE
 PRICES
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TECHNICAL ADVICE
 & SUPPORT




OUR PRODUCT RANGE
Discover a world of rigging products designed for safety and precision. Explore our range for your next project.
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Rated Fittings

View Details
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Commercial Fittings

View Details
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Stainless Steel Fittings

View Details
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Chain

View Details



BROWSE BY INDUSTRY
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Maritime
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Construction
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Entertainment and Events
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Material Handling
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Mining
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Drilling





Keble’s Trading 
Your Rigging Partner for Every Project
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Chain Sling & Lifting Equipment Testing Certification by Keble's Trading
NOW PLAYING
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Keble's Trading - One Stope Shop for High Quality Building & Industrial Components
NOW PLAYING
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Do you know what is Catenary Wire and how it works - Kebles Trading
NOW PLAYING
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How Wire Rope Is Structured & Measured - Keble's Trading
NOW PLAYING
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Wire Rope Swaging - Keble's Trading | Construction Equipment Supplier Australia
NOW PLAYING
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Kito Electric Chain Hoist EQ at a Glance
NOW PLAYING







In the world of rigging, precision, safety, and efficiency are essential. Keble’s Trading understands these requirements and offers a comprehensive range of rigging equipment. With their commitment to safety, efficiency, and success, they are your ideal partner for every project. Don’t compromise when it comes to rigging; turn to Keble’s Trading for equipment that ensures your projects are safe, efficient, and successful.


WHY CHOOSE US?
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Wire Rope Specialist
We have technical expertise from the field within our sales operation in order to serve you better.
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Quality Product
Products are batched-tested and visually-inspected before they are released in the market.
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Returns Policy
14-day easy and hassle-free returns. For full details, please see our Return & Refund Policy.




FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Do you offer discounts?Account customers are eligible for trade discounts. To inquire about opening an account, please get in touch with us at (03) 9794 5570 or via email at accounts@keblestrading.com.au.




Are your imported items as good as Australia-made items?We carefully source products available in the market, ensuring they meet the quality of items offered by other stainless steel suppliers in Australia.




How do you often inspect rigging equipment?Every six months marks the interval for inspecting your rigging equipment. As previously mentioned, these inspections encompass a wide range of aspects aimed at determining whether your equipment is in optimal condition, ensuring the seamless commencement or progression of your project. 




How long does it take for my order to arrive?Delivery times may vary depending on the specific order.




What are rigging tools?Rigging equipment serves a pivotal role in the secure and proficient transport of substantial loads within construction and industrial settings. This comprehensive array of tools encompasses chain blocks, winches, lever blocks, cranes, mechanical hoists, block and tackle systems, trolleys, lifting slings, pulleys, sheave blocks, and an extensive assortment of other specialised devices.




What are the types of rigging?Rigging can be categorised into two distinct classes: standing and running. Standing rigging pertains to the structural support provided to the mast and bowsprit in marine construction, while running rigging encompasses the intricate processes of raising, lowering, shaping, and controlling the sails of sizable vessels, typically those used for commercial purposes.




What does standing rigging mean?Standing rigging refers to support that is fixed in position, and supports heavy loads in a construction or industrial setting.




What is the difference between lifting and rigging?The distinction between lifting and rigging lies in the fact that lifting pertains to the utilisation of equipment designed for the elevation, rolling, sliding, or hoisting of substantial objects, such as machinery and materials. On the other hand, rigging equipment, such as wire rope, turnbuckles, clevis, and jacks, finds its application in conjunction with cranes and other lifting equipment for material handling and structural relocation.




What is the most common misuse of rigging?The most common errors and problems encountered during rigging inspections include the absence of or unreadable tags on rigging equipment, damage to synthetic slings such as cutting, tearing, UV deterioration, or exposure to chemicals, deformation or bending of links in alloy chains, wire rope issues like breakage, corrosion, or deformation, hardware breakage or damage, and the presence of makeshift or altered devices and equipment.




What is the purpose of rigging?Rigging serves the primary function of transferring substantial loads within construction and industrial environments. It encompasses the procedures required to safely secure and relocate loads or structures by utilising ropes, cables, chains, and a variety of mechanical devices and fixtures. This meticulous approach ensures the secure lifting, movement, or controlled restraint and anchoring of these entities, thereby promoting operational safety and efficiency.




What is your warranty policy ?Our warranty policy is to disclaim all warranties, whether expressed or implied, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a specific purpose, to the maximum extent permitted by applicable law.




What type of rigging equipment is used between lifting devices and connectors?Synthetic slings are assemblies designed for lifting purposes when connected to a lifting mechanism. The upper part of the sling connects to the lifting mechanism, while the lower part provides support for the load. Prior to use, ensuring the durability and optimal condition of your slings is essential to protect materials from potential damage and to safeguard riggers from injury.




Where are your products made?We stock products from both international sources and locally manufactured (Australian-made) items.




Which locations do you deliver to?We provide delivery across Australia and can arrange shipments to international destinations, which are coordinated with customers at the time of ordering. Standard shipping fees are applicable.




Which payment methods do you accept?We accept various payment methods to provide flexibility and convenience to our valued customers. These options include Cash on Delivery (COD), Checks, Electronic Funds Transfer at Point of Sale (EFTPOS), as well as major credit card payments through Mastercard and Visa. Your preferred payment method can be chosen to suit your individual needs.




Which rope is used for heavy duty rigging?Wire rope stands as the most prevalent choice in rigging due to its remarkable utility, versatility, and durability. Wire ropes can be coated or galvanised to protect them from the outdoor elements and corrosion from wear and tear.  Available in various sizes and specifications, Keble’s Trading proudly offers a diverse range of wire ropes, which can be customised to suit your unique requirements. For further details, contact us today.




Why import?Through importing, we achieve substantial cost reductions as a result of bulk purchasing. This directly leads to savings without any compromise on quality.





CONTACT REQUEST FORM
Note: Fields marked with ( * ) are mandatory
Contact Request Form



Enquiry Type*(Required)Select
Handrails
Wire rope
Rigging
Materials Handling



Name*(Required)

Last Name

Email*(Required)


Phone*(Required)

Business Name

Postcode

Please contact me, I'd like more info onPrice or Discounts
Other



Further Information/Details*(Required)

File
Drop files here or 
Select files

Max. file size: 300 MB.


















ESTABLISHED FOR OVER 30 YEARS
Keble’s Trading has the expertise and network to source premium quality stainless-steel products for domestic and commercial projects throughout Australia. Based in Victoria, we continue to serve our customers with reliable, effective and long-lasting products that have been crafted to suit various applications and can be tailored to suit your requirements. Our mission is to become Australia’s supplier of choice for high-quality stainless steel products, lifting equipment, rigging and wire rope in the construction, infrastructure and engineering industries.
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TRUSTED BY PROFESSIONALS IN THE PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR
Our leading product range includes balustrades, handrails, glass and stainless steel fittings, wire rope 0.1mm-52mm, chains, hoists, height safety equipment, materials handling equipment, lifting equipment and rigging fittings. We continue to develop our product range to satisfy the needs of our clients.


Read More
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RIGHT PRODUCT, RIGHT PRICE, ON TIME
Construction industry, manufacturers, engineers, government, and trade professionals rely on our products and services on a daily basis. We work with you to complete your project on time within scope and on budget. Feel free to show us a copy of your next project or design specification so that we can assist you in sourcing the right products to meet your requirements.
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LATEST POSTS
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Bow Shackles vs. D Shackles: Understanding the Differences
Introduction to Shackles
What Are Shackles?
Shackles are U-shaped bits of metal, typically steel or alloy, fastened with a clevis pin or bolt across the opening. They act as connecting links in a range of rigging, lifting, and towing setups.
Importance in Riggin



Read More
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Mastering Safety: Tips for Using Bow Shackles in Lifting and Rigging Operations
At Keble’s Trading, we have been working alongside builders, contractors, and fabricators across multiple construction and industrial sectors for over 30 years. This substantial period of operations has empowered us with industry knowledge regarding rigorous Aust



Read More
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The Importance of Using Certified Bow Shackles for Safety
In this blog, we shall discuss the use of certified bow shackles for safety and how it is of utmost importance in ensuring the well-being of personnel and equipment in various industries and applications. Keble’s Trading is known for providing lifting and rigging



Read More



GOOGLE REVIEWS
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Fantastic company to deal with! I needed some non standard cable that I was struggling to get elsewhere. From the first phone call they were very polite, professional and willing to help. This is the only place I will use from now on. Amazing team you have there, well done and keep up the great work👌
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Five star service and advice from Adam. A terrific bloke offering great knowledge and advice with a smile. Highly recommend this business.
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Great service, very helpful. Big thank you to John for all his help with my Project.
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Great service very helpful staff.
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After an initial mix-up with some parts the team there (Tony & Arnold) have been extremely helpful in organising replacement parts to fit the job at no additional charge.Really excellent follow up service.
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INSTAGRAM FEED



Kebles Trading is the business to trust when it co
[image: Kebles Trading is the business to trust when it comes to balustrades in Melbourne. We offer a line-up of products for Wire Balustrading, Glass Balustrading, and Pool Fencing.Need more info? Call 1800 067 687#KeblesTrading #Kebles #WireRope #StainlessSteelFittings #StainlessSteelSupplier #Construction #ConstructionIndustry #Industrial]  







This is why we do what we do -  thanks James! 😊
[image: This is why we do what we do -  thanks James! 😊📱@keblestrading 📞1800 067 687#KeblesTrading #LocalBusiness #Construction #Industrial #StainlessSteelSupplier #Testimonials]  







Have you got an upcoming project? Need to source m
[image: Have you got an upcoming project? Need to source materials? Perfect.Give us a call on 1800 067 687 and we’ll set you on your way with ex#KeblesTrading #Kebles #WireRope #StainlessSteelFittings #StainlessSteelSupplier #Construction #ConstructionIndustry #Industrial]  







Happy Easter from Keble’s Trading!
[image: Happy Easter from Keble’s Trading!]  







What are your big project goals for this year?If
[image: What are your big project goals for this year?If you’ve got some great developments in the works for 2024, enlist in the assistance of Keble’s Trading;From stocking Australia’s most reputable brands of heavy duty lifting equipment, popular balustrading components, quality wire rope, rigging and materials handling equipment, coupled with second-to-none customer service, there’s only one partner you need for all your construction and industrial needs!📞1800 067 687#keblestrading #stainlesssteelwirerope #galvanisedwirerope #PVCwirerope #construction #industrial #localbusiness #glassbalustrade #balustrade #5stars #retailreview]  







Keble’s Trading has the expertise and network to
[image: Keble’s Trading has the expertise and network to source premium quality stainless-steel products for domestic and commercial projects throughout Australia.Based in Victoria, we continue to serve our customers with reliable, effective and long-lasting products that have been crafted to suit various applications and can be tailored to suit your requirements.Our mission is to become Australia’s supplier of choice for high-quality stainless-steel products, lifting equipment, rigging and wire rope in the construction, infrastructure and engineering industries.📞1800 067 687.#keblestrading #construction #industrial #localbusiness]  










STORE LOCATIONS
	DANDENONG
1/28 JOHNSTON CRT

DANDENONG, VIC 3175

T:(03) 9794 5570                                F:(03) 9791 3212


	CAMPBELLFIELD
6/1880 HUME HIGHWAY

CAMPBELLFIELD, VIC 3061

T:(03) 9357 9611                                F:(03) 9357 9488


	LAVERTON
UNIT 1, 94 BOUNDARY RD

SUNSHINE WEST, VIC 3020

T:(03) 9314 4599                                F:(03) 9314 8766


	KILSYTH
1/120 CANTERBURY RD

KILSYTH STH, VIC 3137

T:(03) 9761 4125                                F:(03) 9761 4286




NORMAL STORE HOURS
	Monday - Friday 8:00Am - 4:30Pm
	Saturday By Appointment
	Sunday & AU/Vic Public Holidays Closed


STORE LOCATIONS
	All Keble’s Trading stores operate during regular Australian business hours, Eastern Time (AEST/AEDT)
	Use the Customer Feedback Form if you would like to share your Keble’s experience with us.
	N.B. Laverton Store only opens on alternate Saturdays. Check before visiting.
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SIGNUP TO OUR NEWSLETTER


SIGNUP TO OUR NEWSLETTER



Email(Required)




















Store Open Hours:	Monday to Friday - 8:00AM - 4:30PM
	Saturday - Closed
	Sundays & AU/VIC Public Holidays - Closed
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